
Infinity: 
The story of a big idea.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I talk to my little nephew, you won’t be surprised to here I steer him onto the topic of maths and what he’s learning about and a while ago counting he was impressing me with how far he could count and naturally we ended up asking me what’s the biggest number there is.  An our talk tonight will hopefully leave you with many things but if you learning only one this is that infinity is not a number.  It’s a concept, a fascinating concept but very much not a number.This afternoon will be thinking about what infinity is? – we’ll be looking at some objects or numbers that infinity within them, asking ourselves how can we count to infinity, how does this concept work?We’ll learn about the history of this idea, a history that includes a number of mathematicians some murder and some time in a mental institution.Finally we’ll encounter some mathematical results using that make use of infinity ranging for a confirmation of what seems obvious to things that I hope are going to make your head hurt……because they make my head hurt!



How long is a million seconds, a billion, a 
trillion? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to start and put things into perspective I’d like you conceptualise how long is -a million seconds isnow a billion how about a trillion.  How would we talk about these durations of time in reasonable valuesThe answers are 11.5days 32 years and 31,710 years.  So these answers give us sometime to consider how we think about “largeness” and what we can conceive in our heads.So lets take a look at some large numbers.



A Googol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firs up A googol Named in 1938 by a 9 year old Milton Sirotta (1911–1981),  mathematician Edward Kasner.[, The number grans of sand that could fit in the universe……time 10 billion..it’s the number of grains of sand that could fit in the universe, times 10 billion. So picture the universe jam-packed with small grains of sand—for tens of billions of light years above the Earth, below it, in front of it, behind it, just sand. Endless sand. You could fly a plane for trillions of years in any direction at full speed through it, and you’d never get to the end of the sand. Lots and lots and lots of sand.Now imagine that you stop the plane at some point, reach out the window, and grab one grain of sand to look at under a powerful microscope—and what you see is that it’s actually not a single grain, but 10 billion microscopic grains wrapped in a membrane, all of which together is the size of a normal grain of sand. If that were the case for every single grain of sand in this hypothetical—if each were actually a bundle of 10 billion tinier grains—the total number of those microscopic grains would be a googol.



𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = 10𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now imagine the same scenario with the universe full of sand, where each bit of sand was actually 10billion bits of tinier sand stuck together.  That was a google.Well now what you’d need to do is take every tiny bit of sand and write the numbers 1 to 10 billion on them, for all the google worth of bits of sand that fill the universe.  So a big number.  Certainly too big for anything that can be expressed as a useful thought perhaps.



Googplex: “I’m probably the biggest number that we can realistically talk about”

Graham’s Number : “Hold my beer”
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Presentation Notes
Grahams number is huge, compared to even a googplex it’s a monster now we’ll find out more about this monster insane number later in the talk but despite it’s collosal insane size as to nothing when compared with infinity.



A brief history of infinite 
ideas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets talk about the idea of infinity, this isn’t a fully history of it and is very much centred in European thought but it gives you a flavour of how we as a civilisation developed our thinking in regards to it.



500 BCE Greece 
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Presentation Notes
We start it roughly 500BCE with a man named Hippasus of Metapontium a Pythagorean of the cult of Pythagoras.Who believed that “all is number”, they loved ratios, quantities where one number is divided by another.  Make no mistake these were a religious group, they had very strong beliefs and convictions about the soul and life they were all vegetarians and refused to eat beans.  “all is number”Around 500BCE they discovered a problem with their world view.  They had a secret, they’d discovered a number.  Now you may think to yourself how do you discover a number.  We have counting numbers, we have things like pi, e all these things had periods when they were discovered.  Pi has been know for a long time by now, we are about a thousand years away from the discovery of zero and further still from the discovery of negative numbers.Up until now the greeks had been working with rational numbers (numbers that you can write as a fraction” and they asked themselves about a certain shape



12 + 12 =?2
2 =?2

2 =?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They asked themselves about the length of this diagonal, given they were a group they called the Pythagoreans they knew all about how calculate the missing length



𝐺𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 × 𝐺𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐺𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒 × 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒 = 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒
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Presentation Notes
What we need before we start is that oxo=0 and exe=e



𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵

= 2

𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺2

𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵2 = 2

𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺2 = 2 × 𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵2
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So we start with this fraction, it’s in it’s simplest form so it can’t be cancelled down anymore.And we start by squaring everything And then we times up and we get this statement



𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺2 = 2 × 𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵2

𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵

= 2

4 × 𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛 = 2 × 𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵2

2 × 𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛 = 𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵2
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We said earlier that oxo=o and exe=e.  So we know that Top has to be evenBut since Top is even and divisible by two, then top^2 is divisible by four.  Try this yourself, take any even you might want to make it a small one, square it and you get a number that you can divide by four.Okay so 2xbottom^2 is divisible by four then bottom^2 is divisible by two and so bottom has to be even.So we have a situation where we know that top and even are bottom.  But theres a problem here, we said that the fraction was in it’s simplest form.  If they are both even we can cancel it down.  We’ve hit a contradiction, assuming that the fraction was in its simplest form we arrive a position where it can’t be.So root 2 can’t be a fraction!  This literally broke the Pythagoreans world view!Hippasus of Metapontium was accused of the leak and legend has it that he was expelled, or thrown overboard or burned alive in his house……quite an extreme responses to revealing a mathematical truth to the world.Root two is our first encounter with an infinity, not the notion that we can just keep counting but a specific number that can never ever be written in it’s entirty.



1.4142135623 7309504880 1688724209 6980785696 7187537694 8073176679 7379907324 7846210703 8850387534 
3276415727 3501384623 0912297024 9248360558 5073721264 4121497099 9358314132 2266592750 5592755799 
9505011527 8206057147 0109559971 6059702745 3459686201 4728517418 6408891986 0955232923 0484308714 
3214508397 6260362799 5251407989 6872533965 4633180882 9640620615 2583523950 5474575028 7759961729 
8355752203 3753185701 1354374603 4084988471 6038689997 0699004815 0305440277 9031645424 7823068492 
9369186215 8057846311 1596668713 0130156185 6898723723 5288509264 8612494977 1542183342 0428568606 
0146824720 7714358548 7415565706 9677653720 2264854470 1585880162 0758474922 6572260020 8558446652 
1458398893 9443709265 9180031138 8246468157 0826301005 9485870400 3186480342 1948972782 9064104507 
2636881313 7398552561 1732204024 5091227700 2269411275 7362728049 5738108967 5040183698 6836845072 
5799364729 0607629969 4138047565 4823728997 1803268024 7442062926 9124859052 1810044598 4215059112 
0249441341 7285314781 0580360337 1077309182 8693147101 7111168391 6581726889 4197587165 8215212822 
9518488472 0896946338 6289156288 2765952635 1405422676 5323969461 7511291602 4087155101 3515045538 
1287560052 6314680171 2740265396 9470240300 5174953188 6292563138 5188163478 0015693691 7688185237 
8684052287 8376293892 1430065586 9568685964 5951555016 4472450983 6896036887 3231143894 1557665104 
0883914292 3381132060 5243362948 5317049915 7717562285 4974143899 9188021762 4309652065 6421182731 
6726257539 5947172559 3463723863 2261482742 6222086711 5583959992 6521176252 6989175409 8815934864 
0083457085 1814722318 1420407042 6509056532 3333984364 5786579679 6519267292 3998753666 1721598257 
8860263363 6178274959 9421940377 7753681426 2177387991 9455139723 1274066898 3299898953 8672882285 
6378697749 6625199665 8352577619 8939322845 3447356947 9496295216 8891485492 5389047558 2883452609 
6524096542 8893945386 4662574492 7556381964 4103169798 3306185201 9379384940 0571563337 2054806854 
0575867999 6701213722 3947582142 6306585132 2174088323 8294728761 7393647467 8374319600 0159218880 
7347857617 2522118674 9042497736 6929207311 0963697216 0893370866 1156734585 3348332952 5467585164 
4710757848 6024636008 3444911481 8587655554 2864551233 1421992631 1332517970 6084365597 0435285641 
0087918500 7603610091 5946567067 6883605571 7400767569 0509613671 9401324935 6052401859 9910506210 
8163597726 4313806054 6701029356 9971042425 1057817495 3105725593 4984451126 9227803449 1350663756 
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Around a 1000s digits like this.  It doesn’t stop, the digits can never be pinned down since only fractions can be written out in full, other numbers cannot be.  Any terminating and recurring decimal can be written as a fraction but this can’t.
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Presentation Notes
Another view of root 2 as a infinite nested fraction pretty cool.



Our first nontrivial countable 
infinity 300BCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know about the notion of the un countable or continuing to count.  If we skip forward a couple of hunder years we encounter our first look at a list of mathematical objects that we know or at least can prove are infinite



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Euclid, writer of what’s generally acknowledged as the first mathematical textbook, what’s known as his elements.  Pythagoras theorem appears in here as proposition 47.  The other propositions start from defining points, lines, triangles, the circle theorems and a lot more.  But one of the things he;s credited for is the proof that there are an infinite number of primes.  A prime being a number with two unique factors.



𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵′𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛 𝑤𝑤𝐺𝐺 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎 𝑠𝑠𝐺𝐺𝐵𝐵 𝐺𝐺𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠

𝑊𝑊ℎ𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎 𝐺𝐺 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 𝐵𝐵ℎ𝐺𝐺 𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝐵𝐵 𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺

{2,3,5,7, … . . , }𝐺𝐺

𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤 𝑤𝑤𝐺𝐺 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎 𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤 𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛 𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁 = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 × ⋯× 𝐺𝐺

Presenter
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Type equation here.



𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤 𝑤𝑤𝐺𝐺 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎 𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤 𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛 𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁 = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 × ⋯× 𝐺𝐺

𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓 𝑤𝑤𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 1 𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺 𝑁𝑁 𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 𝑄𝑄

𝑄𝑄 = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 × ⋯× 𝐺𝐺 + 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we ask ourselves what numbers are factors of Q, what numbers can divide it perfectlyWell it cant be 2, if we divide Q by 2 we get a remainder of 1, it can’t be three because when we divide Q by three we get a remainder of one.  This goes on so it can’t be divided by any primes, so it has no factors other than itself and one…….this means it’s prime.But it’s also bigger than p, which was supposed to be our biggest prime, so we’ve come up against a contradiction.  If we assume we have a biggest prime, we get into a situation were we can create another prime that’s bigger than it.So our first assumption must have be wrong, there is no largest prime!



9 24947 73800 67013 22247 75838 25476 64051 92535 44010 79958 29902 10309 36080 29565 65805 59610 04761 31215 55730 
58464 90245 42650 47654 19020 97669 79058 27672 54479 29026 15806 67487 15669 67166 87781 57814 83854 68287 40682 
13904 67694 27809 51774 59820 81094 86314 67725 76296 25700 34225 39582 11451 17842 91740 45553 09456 56656 94021 
03759 68977 73451 04671 90634 46067 80985 34559 34820 44157 14816 57162 38608 28858 17169 58496 15443 47147 17468 
37130 67595 48487 67748 85808 57871 52804 52544 45185 14554 00990 77754 62950 81187 75475 30309 83715 00921 63396 
73550 74023 20792 65361 38198 56821 64290 88393 77520 34003 89763 76817 57525 73830 19258 20025 81510 26027 05890 
15776 50741 43699 96094 31568 75063 73190 13957 51137 39703 54348 50125 49547 23327 01638 55657 41076 13665 71062 
37313 81467 23947 48016 44140 19101 17652 51658 04943 86331 54249 62629 14669 95839 17451 38490 99874 71792 19924 
10890 08377 21531 72208 39399 15256 26033 08218 86493 76486 29057 95218 59625 40238 05015 74916 87847 49595 14067 
79716 41442 56177 00893 14434 31033 74926 49945 42376 05488 47535 72035 26522 45033 22204 06079 81403 63983 02277 
61020 68141 50686 48044 14240 60444 06283 01398 64769 78379 87206 77957 75093 73326 18306 88079 82986 41139 82175 
45839 62020 38076 38912 47662 14024 75684 74970 96215 51877 76519 38293 93829 16289 70249 27861 35251 47577 79950 
57624 30296 43554 45908 07280 68740 85602 14543 84040 25497 68674 36610 61273 16136 87598 96159 56528 42717 90118 
81855 20030 27876 63574 14244 48193 15465 81365 97545 26948 00024 72273 60759 69740 25941 32640 07957 87636 47625 
72106 73953 32727 35323 67734 37482 19929 34353 33570 60205 44225 60727 55269 17620 69944 62858 63033 62376 58179 
19922 94687 74606 54079 39081 00678 46811 45451 00140 77359 59030 82174 66081 91617 57146 32510 66116 02434 73929 
52411 31428 23141 78142 01482 91477 44880 96088 28685 48764 37625 41174 25032 16172 79213 37680 27111 83068 26615 
37800 60583 71192 08568 15305 35668 98368 07610 51991 79393 46318 22097 57424 53436 75856 13835 07837 86370 00208 
23013 21031 53921 93901 69044 67224 39733 68770 64579 43679 15843 44429 94727 94609 36250 96255 12982 47823 57845 
73105 57062 43933 60651 78915 81461 01769 15741 71556 37896 69760 40534 14369 79289 57675 03344 91135 57342 61575 
87929 22990 67778 23446 53107 06385 85039 30393 85893 26581 79631 90579 63315 64359 02318 30385 39755 82018 82890 
12767 71392 51687 23843 72122 44647 69524 27461 26747 42197 45959 08275 10898 84404 80606 70193 86329 31642 78436 
44788 17775 71884 94074 10951 54323 55492 62907 22200 35230 81758 21183 35127 34939 87167 48811 42173 52765 91870 
23054 77013 05241 66161 60839 46609 79366 60668 79638 53287 61518 46952 32520 62920 49290 00525 96224 82521 46154



A big difference in size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well I suppose we could start by looking at some lists that we might consider infinite.  But before we do that let’s consider some lists that we know are finite.



4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have here 4 penguins, speaking in terms of what we call Set Theory in maths we have a set of 4 things, the cardinality, we could think of this as the size of the set, of.
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8 circles
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207 Flags
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We can say that two sets have the same cardinality if they contain the same number of things and we can demonstrate this equality by pairing each set in one to an item in the other
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So these two sets have the same cardinality so they are the same size.



1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,….,12096,…
The counting numbers

2,4,6,8,10,….,6048,……
The even numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we are talking about counting infinities let’s talk about the counting numbers, starting at 1 they go up in steps of up to?  Well this is one of our earliest meetings with why don’t they stop?  We’ve known they don’t stop when we first found out when we were younger when you friend said they could count to a million, you could say you could count to a million and one.  We know they have no end.Now let’s look at another list of numbers, these are of course the even numbers and there’s half as many right, we’ll let’s think back to this idea of sets and cardinality.  Two sets are the same size if they have the same cardinality, cam we match up the lists.It turns out we can.  Since 2 is the 1st even number and 4 the 2nd and 3 the third you see where this is going, we do in fact have a one to one matching and therefore these two sets are the same type of infinity they are what’s called a countable infinity.  Listed is probably a better word, but they can both be listed.
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We’ll we’ve looked at counting numbers, we’ve looked at evens what about fractions.  Looking at this list we seem to have a bit of a problem, if we carry on with this pattern how will we have to wait before we get to 2/3.  Well since we have an infinite number of numbers that we can divide one by so we’re stuck we’ll never get to 2/3 because we won’t have finished the unit fractions – those with a one divided by.   It looks for all intents and purposes like we’ve found a non countable infinity an infinity we can’t list.That is until we use a very clever trick first recorded by a German mathematician named Georg Cantor 1845-1918.  By following the diagonals every fraction possible is included and listed with one of the counting numbers.



0.835987 … … …
0.250000 … … …
0.559423 … … …
0.500000 … … …
0.728532 … … …
0.845312 … … …
… … …
… … …



0.835987 … … …
0.250000 … … …
0.559423 … … …
0.500000 … … …
0.728532 … … …
0.845312 … … …
… … …
… … …

0.960143 … … …
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0.960143 … … …
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0.250000 … … …
0.559423 … … …
0.500000 … … …
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0.835987 … … …
0.250000 … … …
0.559423 … … …
0.500000 … … …
0.728532 … … …
0.845312 … … …
… … …
… … …

0.960143 … … …



0.835987 … … …
0.250000 … … …
0.559423 … … …
0.500000 … … …
0.728532 … … …
0.845312 … … …
… … …
… … …

0.960143 … … …

Presenter
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Working down the list the number that we’ve created doesn’t belong in the list.  But we started with the assumption that we had every number between zero and one listed out.  What does this mean?  It means that this infinitely long list doesn’t contain all the numbers between zero and one which means that there are more numbers between zero and one than there are whole numbers.



This infinity is bigger than 
our last one

Presenter
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Let’s let that just sink in, there are more numbers between zero and one than there are counting numbers



Thinking about infinity



1 − 1 + 1 − 1 + 1 − 1 + ⋯

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like you to consider the sum, it starts with one and then you alternately subtract or add one.  I hope you can see the obvious answer here which is of course ……….We’ll it is an at the same time it isn’t…



1 − 1 + 1 − 1 + 1 − 1 + ⋯(

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well we have a problem this same calculation, easily written, previously easy to calculate now seems to have a completely different answer.  And this is a perfect illustration of the issues this idea of infinity brings with it.  A notion easy to write and seemly easy to understand throws our thinking up in the air.  What was obviously 1 is also obviously 0 so what do we do now. Whilst this seems like a trivial thought experiment it does have links in the real world particularly with electron spin but more of this later.





𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑛𝑛𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝐺𝐺 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝐺𝐺

Presenter
Presentation Notes
infinity is a big idea and doesn’t work in the same way as numbers so we can get some very funny results with it as we’ve just seen.  Take the Primes, we proved theres an infinite number of them but we can get some really interesting results now this might hurt your brain a little.



Presenter
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Here are the primes up to 100 they are highlighted green.  Notice that we sometimes have small gaps and sometimes they are bigger  Gaps of one, this are what are called twin primes for example 3 and 5, 17 and 19.  There is a long standing question in maths about whether or note there are an infinite number of these – the answer is still unknown but in 2013 a mathematician Yitang Zhang provide that there are an infinite number of primes that differ by at most 70,00,00.  Progress indeed



3,628,800 = 10 × 9 × 8 × ⋯× 2 × 1 = 10!

10! + 2
10! + 3
10! + 4
10! + 5
10! + 6

10! + 7
10! + 8
10! + 9
10! + 10



39,916,800 = 11!

11! + 2
11! + 3
11! + 4
11! + 5
11! + 6

11! + 7
11! + 8
11! + 9
11! + 10
11! + 11



𝑒𝑒!

𝑒𝑒! + 2
𝑒𝑒! + 3
𝑒𝑒! + 4
𝑒𝑒! + 5
𝑒𝑒! + 6

𝑒𝑒! + 7
𝑒𝑒! + 8
𝑒𝑒! + 9
𝑒𝑒! + 10
𝑒𝑒! + 11

𝑒𝑒! + (𝑒𝑒 − 2)
𝑒𝑒! + (𝑒𝑒 − 1)
𝑒𝑒! + 𝑒𝑒

… … …







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuigptwlVHo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuigptwlVHo
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